We report the complex refractive index of methylammonium lead iodide (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ) perovskite thin films obtained by means of variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry and transmittance/reflectance spectrophotometry in the wavelength range of 190 nm to 2500 nm. Film thickness and roughness layer thickness are determined by minimizing a global unbiased estimator in the region where the spectrophotometry and ellipsometry spectra overlap. We then determine the optical bandgap and Urbach energy from the absorption coefficient, by means of a fundamental absorption model based on band fluctuations in direct semiconductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite materials have gained increasing attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . This is mainly attributed to their strong optical absorption, associated to a direct bandgap 2 , long carrier diffusion length 3 , and low-cost fabrication methods, 4 which are particularly suitable features for photovoltaic applications. In this matter, perovskitebased solar cells have achieved a power conversion efficiency of up to 22.1%, and this value is still far from the theoretical efficiency limit 5 . They have also been proposed for the top cell in monolithic silicon-based tandem solar cells 8, 9 . Finally, their bandgap can be tailored 10, 11 ,
In this work we reportñ, E g and E u of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 perovskite thin films.ñ is determined by means of variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) and transmittance/reflectance spectrophotometry in the wavelength range of 190 nm to 2500 nm. We take advantage of both spectrophotometry and ellipsometry spectra to set up an overconstrained system of equations for n and k (ñ ≡ n − ik). This data set is composed by the transmittance (T ), reflectance (R) and back-side reflectance (R bk ) at near normal incidence, along with ellipsometry Ψ and ∆ spectra taken at six different incident angles. It is possible to introduce additional constraints by increasing the number of measured spectral curves 7, 15 . For instance, this can be done by measuring spectral ellipsometry of a second sample with the same optical constants but different film thickness.ñ is obtained from the first sample by performing a mathematical inversion and then used in a fitting procedure on the spectral data of the second sample to determine d r and d f 1,14 . However, since obtaining two samples with identical optical constants sometimes might also be a challenge, additional adjustments to the calculated layers thicknesses might be necessary in order to obtain positive values for the imaginary part of the dielectric constant below the bandgap 1 .
In this work, however, we increase the number of measured spectral curves from one sample by using Ψ and ∆ obtained at six different incident angles, as well as R, R bk and T obtained at normal incidence, thus achieving the necessary redundancy by using two separate measurement techniques on one sample, rather than two separate samples. For a given set of d r and d f ,ñ(λ i ) can be calculated by minimizing the global unbiased estimator σ 2 i at each wavelength λ i , independently. The sub-index i runs from 1 to N, the number of data points.
Here, σ 2 VASE and σ 2 RT are given in Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively.
The left upper-indexes "th" and "me" stand for theoretical and measured, respectively. ρ is the ellipsometric variable defined as ρ = tan(Ψ) exp(i∆). θ j is the incident angle and the sub-index j runs from 1 to the maximum number of used incident angles. The theoretical expressions for ρ, T , R and R bk can be obtained by transfer matrix or Fresnel coefficient methods 14, 16 . The latter estimation was performed in the wavelength range from 250 nm to 850 nm, in which the nine spectra overlap.ñ is determined then in three distinct regions due to the overlap of the spectrophotometry and VASE measurements. First, in the wavelength range from 190 nm to 250 nm. In this case,ñ was calculated using the VASE measurements only in the same previously described fashion. Second, in the wavelength range from 250 nm to 850 nm, whereñ was determined from all the acquired spectra. Third, from 850 nm to
Since the material is transparent in this region and there was no overlap with additional measurements, we modeled n with a Cauchy series up to the third order term. Fig. 3 depicts the resulting n and k calculated for the whole spectral region. 
IV. BANDGAP DETERMINATION
We determine the optical bandgap E g and the Urbach energy E u from the absorption coefficient calculated from ourñ as α = 4πk/λ, see Figs. 6 and 7. One of the main issues in determining E g from the fundamental absorption edge lies in the fact that an arbitrary linear region must be identified in the (α ω) 2 -plot 17 . Although the latter method is simple and straightforward in comparison to a critical point analysis 1 , usually only few points remain in a rather small spectral region for fitting, as shown in the inset graph of Fig. 6 . This is mainly due to the overlap of the Urbach tail with the band edge, thus making this method unreliable. However, it is still possible to extend the spectral region in consideration by including the Urbach tail in the fitting process. This can be achieved by using a band fluctuations average, in the free electron approximation, which serves to describe the shape of disorder induced localized states and extended states in a single equation 18, 19 . Here we use our approach 20, 21 , modified for crystalline semiconductors with direct bandgap. It consists of using an average JDOS to calculate the electronic transition rate and is described as follows.
Let R cv and D cv be the electronic transition rate and JDOS, respectively. At zero Kelvin and for direct transitions only, Fermi's golden rule is expressed by
or in integral form as Here, R = 2π/ Ee/2ωm e 2 , with m e the electron mass, e the elemental charge and E the electric field of the incoming radiation. E c and E v are the conduction and valence energy bands in the free electron approximation, respectively. |M cv | 2 is the electronic transition matrix element. The definition of the joint energy band E cv = E c −E v in this approximation allows to write the JDOS as shown in Eq. 7, where µ * is the reduced effective mass 17 .
We define the average electronic transition rate R cv as shown in Eq. 8. Here D cv is the average JDOS and is defined in Eq. 9 with W the weight function accounting for the band fluctuations.
A substitution of Eq. 9 in 8 leads to Eq. 10. Note that is a local (mute) integration variable and in this approximation we are assuming |M cv | 2 to be nearly constant versus the photon energy 17 . Therefore, Eq. 10 is equivalent to Eq. 6 with the exception of the weight function. In the fluctuationless limit, the weight function must converge into a Dirac delta function W (E cv − ω) → δ(E cv − ω) to fully recover Eq. 6.
Here, instead of using a Gaussian distribution for describing thermal and/or structural band fluctuations 18 , we use our approach, in which we define W ( ) = −∂f ( )/∂ , where f ( ) is the Fermi distribution function. Although this selection may seem arbitrary, it is inspired by the shape of the Kubo-Greenwood formula for the conductivity of amorphous materials 22, 23 . While there is no direct relation between these equations, in the latter, the effect of the occupation degree of an ensemble of electrons at finite temperatures on the electronic transition rate leads to an expression similar to that of Eq. 10.
W ( ) not only exhibits a Gaussian like behaviour and becomes δ( ) in the fluctuationless limit, but actually enables to write Eq. 10 in terms of the Fermi-Dirac integral (F j ) which has the advantage of being feasible to implement in a least-square fitting procedure. F j is defined in Eq. 11 and the result for the absorption coefficient is depicted in Eq. 12 after Note that the model contains only three fitting parameters, α 0 , E g and β. These can be determined with a single fit of the fundamental absorption. Furthermore, an asymptotic analysis of Eq. 12 leads to the conventional direct absorption coefficient for band-to-band transitions and to an exponential tail in the bandgap (see Eq. 13).
Fig. 7 depicts fits using the conventional (α ω) 2 -plot method, the Urbach rule, α ∝ exp(β ω), and Eq. 12 on our retrieved absorption coefficient. Note the distinct spectral regions involved. The fits of Eq. 12 on the absorption coefficient obtained by Shirayama,
Löper and De Wolf are presented in Fig. 8 . Table I summarizes the retrieved E g and E u .
Note that fits with the conventional model predict an identical bandgap from the absorption data given by De Wolf, Löper and this work. These values are very susceptible to the selected fitting region 1 . On the other hand, the fits with Eq. 12 reveal bandgap values that follow the trend observed in Fig. 8 . Additionally, the Urbach slope is equally susceptible to the Table I . The arrow denotes the bandgap increase. Source fitting region. These issues are overcome when using the band fluctuations model. We believe this model will be useful for the experimentalist and it could be extended to consider a Kramers-Kronig consistent calculation for the refractive index 24 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this work can be summarized in two parts. First, we have shown that it is possible to determineñ(λ) with high accuracy and without using a dispersion model from a single sample, by performing a minimization of the unbiased global error estimator defined from T , R and R bk spectra along with VASE spectra. The retrieved complex refractive index was then compared to those recently reported by Shirayama 1 and Löper 7 . In the former case, the samples were grown by laser evaporation, andñ(λ) was determined by a self consistent analysis of spectral ellipsometry of two samples with the same optical constants but different thicknesses. On the other hand, in Löper's case, the sample was grown by a process similar to the one used in this work, andñ(λ) was determined after fitting R and T and VASE spectra with the Forouhi-Bloomer dispersion model. The differences were exposed previously and are attributed to both the deposition process and the different calculation methods for optical constants. Table I. 
